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RECREATIONAL ANGLING IS GOOD FOR
THE ECONOMY AND ENVIRONMENT

In last month’s edition
we incorrectly published
contact details that
may adversely affect
the effectiveness of the
advertisement. Tackle
Trade World would like
to apologise to Rippton
for any inconvenience or
confusion that this may
have caused and take this
opportunity to publish the
correct details below:
business@rippton.com
www.rippton.com

From left to right: Les Gallagher, Oceanic; Jonas Geldmann, Cambridge University; Jean-Claude Bel, EFTTA; Mimi
D’lorio, NOAA; Humberto Delgado Rosa, European Commission; Fred Bloot, EAA; Kaare Manniche Ebert, Danish Anglers
Association; MEP Ricardo Serrão Santos; Caroline Hattam, Plymouth Marine Laboratory; Alberto Arroyo, IUCN and
Thorsten Wichmann, German Anglers Association.

A conference entitled
“Marine Protected Areas
and recreational fisheries:
sustainable management
and benefits” was held in
the European Parliament by
the Forum on Recreational
Fisheries and Aquatic
Environment, and concluded,
in general terms, that
recreational angling is
good for the environment,
local economy and society,
conclusions that reinforce the
widely held beliefs of most
angling enthusiasts.
The European Anglers
Alliance (EAA) and the
European Fishing Tackle
Trade Association (EFTTA)
supported the conference.
Member of the European
Parliament (MEP) Ricardo
Serrão Santos chaired the
event.
It began with a presentation
on the differing objectives
of Marine Protected Areas
(MPAs), such as allowing fish

stocks to recover, protecting
nursery areas, improving
water quality by limiting
the emission of pollutants
or protecting fragile sea bed
habitats. European anglers
(recreational fishers using rod
and line) believe that MPAs
should not be treated as closed
natural reserves from which
all human activities need to
be banned. Such no-go or
no-take MPAs are not very
common. For example, only
one per cent of the USA
marine waters are designated
closed natural reserves.
Allowing recreational fisheries
and especially angling – a
particularly selective and lowimpact fishing method – in
MPAs could provide eyes and
ears in areas that are difficult
to monitor, while delivering
significant sustainable socioeconomic benefits to coastal
communities.
Speakers from the
International Union for the

Conservation of Nature
(IUCN), the Plymouth
Marine Laboratory and
Cambridge University
gave an assessment of the
value of MPAs in the EU.
Research shows that tourism,
including recreational angling,
increases incomes and jobs
for recreational and tourism
businesses and contributes to
a greater engagement by the
public.
Mimi D’lorio, from the US
NOAA, the National Marine
Protected Areas Center,
spoke about the benefits of
granting access to recreational
fishers in MPAs. On top of
bringing millions to the local
economy and communities
– as witnessed by the case of
the Florida Keys National
Marine Sanctuary in which
400,000 recreational fishers
bring over $274 million a
year – recreational fishers
become ocean stewards, teach
the public how to care about

WILEY X
SAVES SIGHT

polycarbonate lenses that offer
the user Absolute. Premium.
Protection.
One member of the newly
signed Ultimate Fishing
team has a particular special
interest in the attributes of
Wiley X sunglasses. Florian
Bruaut owes his eyesight to a
pair of them. On a recent trout
fishing trip, a lure came flying
towards his face and hit him
hard just below his left eye.
Florian explained: “For once

in my life I was very lucky. I
look forward to using Wiley X
eyewear in the future and to
spread my story, making sure
that every customer of mine
will not only know about the
unique features that Wiley
X offers, but also show and
tell them first-hand what can
happen if you are not wearing
the correct eyewear. Never, ever
will I rely on luck on a fishing
trip – I will rely on Wiley X, and
my customers will too.”

Wiley X’s polarised range of
eyewear offers the perfect
package for both anglers and
water enthusiasts. Changeable
lenses in various colours
all offering 100 per cent UV
protection, the option for
RX-ready prescription lenses,
virtually unbreakable Triloid
nylon frames and shatterproof
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the oceans and take part in
conservation initiatives.
Adam Brown, head of
research in the social research
company Substance, showed
other impressive figures.
Results of his research into
the social, environmental and
economic benefits of angling
have shown that the level of
angler spending (England),
which contributes to the
local economies of deprived
coastal communities varies a
lot and can go from £36 to
£167 per angling trip. The
research also showed a higher
level of spending in the areas
where good infrastructures are
present and the fish stocks are
in good health.
In general, the speakers
agreed that allowing angling
in MPAs is compatible with
conservation goals. Moreover,
anglers could help raising
awareness about nature and
water conservation measures
and increase their acceptance.
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STERILE SALMON GOOD NEWS FOR ANGLERS?

Recent news from the
Norwegian Institute of Food,
Fisheries and Aquaculture
Research, Nofima, is that the
genetic code that will allow
salmon farmers to produce
sterile fish has, eventually, been
cracked.
After more than 10 years
of work, the breakthrough is
expected to bring environmental
and fish welfare benefits,
and also reduce the fear of

contamination of wild fish from
escaped farmed fish. Anglers
and environmentalists have
long campaigned and lobbied
for the curtailing of salmon
farming until the parasite and
cleanliness issues have been
fully addressed.
Nofima says it has developed
salmon that cannot produce
reproductive cells and the
products of this groundbreaking
work is the stock of 2,000

sterile fish in the tanks at their
production plant in Kårvika.
Senior scientist Helge Tveiten
(pictured) said he was delighted
with the results, adding that all
the signs showed sterile salmon
“were as happy” as any other
salmon.
The researchers have found a
method that not only curbs the
fish’s ability to reproduce, and
nothing else, but the salmon in
the experiment have managed
to reach one year of age, with
each weighing around 300g.
Based on the studies so far,
the sterile fish have the same
appearance and characteristics
as fertile salmon.
Salmon farmers and egg
suppliers now believe this
sterilisation method should
help to solve many of the
current challenges facing the
aquaculture industry, although
more research needed to be
done, especially on the effect
of sterile salmon getting into
rivers.

WINN GETS A GRIP ON REELS

Winn Grips, the Californian
maker of non-slip rod grips,
has got to grips with reel
handles. Anglers can now
upgrade reel handles with a
brand-new range of Winn Reel
Grip Sleeves.
Most anglers will have
experienced that sickening
feeling when hopes of landing
a big fish slip away when
your fingers slide off the reel
knobs, and they always seem
to happen when they’re most
costly: during slow, tough days
or fighting the biggest, toughest
fish in the wet and windy
weather conditions.
Made with the same
patented WinnDry polymer

that has revolutionised fishing
rod handles, Winn Reel Grip
Sleeves (RGS) give the same
sense of control and security
to your fingers that Winn rod
grips and overwraps deliver to
the angler’s hand.
“From a user’s standpoint,
adding the sleeves to your reel
handle allows you to use more
of your finger muscles with
less fatigue,” explains Elmer
Alfafara, director of business
development for Winn. “You
have more surface to grab, and
the WinnDry polymer gives
you greater control of the reel
handle. You are not straining
finger muscles, and
you are not

missing hook-sets!”
Winn Reel Grip Sleeves
come in two profiles, both
1in (25mm) wide: a flat-sided
Straight design, and a rounded
double-taper Barrel model,
which is a thicker reel sleeve
option.
Available in single-pair and
three-pair packs in both the
Straight and Barrel profiles
and six colour combinations
that match Winn rod grips and
overwraps – Chartreuse/Black;
Charcoal/Black; Red/Black;
Black; Blue Camo and Gray
Camo.

HARDY PAYS
AFFTA DUES IN
MEMBERSHIP DEAL
The American Fly Fishing Trade
Association, AFFTA, has struck
a deal with Hardy Fly Fishing
that creates a genuine win, win,
win outcome for all parties
involved: AFFTA, Hardy and fly
dealers.
In the deal, Hardy Fly
Fishing will pay 2018 AFFTA
membership dues for any fly
dealers that take out a qualifying
Hardy pre-season order!
John Malovich, the Western
sales manager for Hardy,
comments: “The most important
partnership in the US fly
industry is AFFTA and their
members. AFFTA is the most
important voice for those in our
industry, and we’re pleased to
support this partnership.”
Qualifying dealers will receive
the full package of AFFTA
member benefits, including the
opportunity to use AFFTA
insurance partnerships, recycled
paper fly boxes, credit card
processing, UPS and Staples
discounts, the AFFTA newsletter
and many other benefits.
“Speciality fly dealers are key
to the growth in our industry –
in the trenches, day in and day
out, interacting with anglers,”
said Ben Bulis, AFFTA president
and CEO.
“We’re proud to team up with
Hardy on this new partnership
to increase dealer membership
within AFFTA and access to our
numerous membership benefits
to save them money and the
many educational opportunities.”
For further information, please
contact John Malovich, Hardy
Western sales manager or John
Shaner, Hardy Eastern sales
manager, or call your Hardy sales
representative.
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